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Processes affecting particles
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Figure 1
Particle aggregation processes and how they affect particles in the marine environment. Biological
aggregation (e.g., fecal pellet production) and physical aggregation by (a) shear and (b) differential
sedimentation form large, heterogeneous, rapidly settling particles in the surface waters. In deeper waters,
fragmentation and repackaging of this material by zooplankton are the dominant processes that affect
aggregate sizes and properties. Microbes decompose material throughout the water column.

Coagulation: the
physical processes that
bring particles
together

TEP: transparent
exopolymer particles

Physical processes that bring particles into contact with each other are studied under the label
of coagulation. Biological processes are also important in the formation and decomposition of
particulate material, but are more complex and involve the formation of constituent particles and
colonization (Simon et al. 2002, Kiørboe et al. 2003, Grossart et al. 2006).

We refer the reader to recent excellent reviews for more information on related topics such
as diatom aggregation (Thornton 2002), transparent exopolymer particles (TEP) (Passow 2002),
and the ecology of microbial communities on marine aggregates (Simon et al. 2002).

OBSERVATIONS OF AGGREGATION
Aggregates of detrital organic material have been observed in marine systems for many years (Riley
1963). This material was originally thought to consist of fecal matter and the remains of plankton
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Coagulation eory
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Particle Size Spectra

Jackson et al., Deep-Sea Res I, 44, 1739–1767 (1997)
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Variations in spectral slope

particles, whereas an increase in b with depth (e.g., from25
to 24) means a downward decrease in the proportion of
large particles.

The clusters differed in their values of b in the
mesopelagic layer (Fig. 2). Vertical profiles from clusters
1 and 2 (25% of total) had b , 24 and were located
predominantly in waters with low productivity at the
season the profiles were recorded. These included the
Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean in late summer
and autumn, the Indian Ocean off the western coast of
Australia, and the South Pacific Gyre (Fig. 3).

Vertical profiles from cluster 6 (15% of total) had b .
24 and as large as 22 , and were mostly located in waters
that were very productive at the time the profiles were
recorded. Profiles from cluster 6 were located in upwelling
zones along the Pacific coast of Chile and along the
Atlantic coast of northwest Africa, in the Mediterranean
Sea and the center of the North Atlantic in spring, and
around Kerguelen Island in the Indian Sector of the
Southern Ocean (Figs. 2, 3).

Most vertical profiles from cluster 3, cluster 4, and
cluster 5 (which include 60% of the 410 profiles) were

located in the North Atlantic Ocean. The other profiles
from these three clusters were located around the highly
productive Kerguelen Plateau, around the Marquesas
Islands in the tropical South Pacific, in the minimum-
oxygen zone off Chile in the Pacific Ocean, in the
Mediterranean Sea, and off the western Australian coast
(Fig. 3).

Table 3 gives the phytoplankton characteristics and
calculated mass flux of particles for the six clusters.
Clusters 1 to 4 had very low fractions of microphytoplank-
ton ( fmicro 5 10–20%), and were co-dominated by
nanoplankton and picophytoplankton ( fnano + fpico 5
43%). The lowest integrated TChl a value (Ba) and mass
flux at 400 m (F400) were observed for cluster 1 (i.e., Ba 5
6.9 mg m22 and F400 5 3.3 mg m22 d21). Cluster 4 was
dominated by nanophytoplankton, with fnano 5 52%, fpico
5 32%, and fmicro 5 16%; its TChl a was high (Ba 5 28 mg
m22), whereas its mass flux was low (F400 5 11.7 mg
m22 d21). The values of Ba were low, and the values of F400

were high for cluster 5 (i.e., 19.3 mg m22 and 56.2 mg
m22 d21, respectively), which was dominated by nanophy-
toplankton ( fnano 5 49%, fmicro 5 27%, fpico 5 24%).

Fig. 2. Vertical profiles of the slopes of particle-size distributions, grouped into six clusters.
Bold white lines: median profiles.

1956 Guidi et al.

Guidi et al.,  Limnology & Oceanogr., 54, 1951–1963 (2009)

which probably indicated lateral transport in intermediate
nepheloid layers or high shear rate generated by strong
currents. Profiles with abnormally high concentrations of
particles near the surface, which was indicative of
contamination by light, were also removed. Each of the
410 selected profiles had a vertical resolution of 5 m, from
20 m to 1000 m (Table 1).

Ancillary data—During some UVP deployments, TS
profiles were recorded with a conductivity–temperature–
depth (CTD) profiler (SeaBird SBE911), and water samples
were collected with Niskin bottles mounted on a rosette
and filtered onto glass-microfibre filters (grade GF/F,
Whatman) for phytoplankton pigment determination. We
used the TS profiles to calculate the mixed-layer depth
(MLD) as the depth at which density was 0.01 kg m23

larger than at 1 m. We assumed that the UVP and water-
property data had been sampled at the same location when
they had been collected, within 0.1u latitude and 0.1u
longitude in space and within 1 d in time of each other.
Some 193 of the 410 profiles provided UVP, TS, and
pigment data (Fig. 1).

Pigment determination was performed using high-
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) techniques
described in Vidussi et al. (1996) for all cruises, except for
ALMOFRONT1, BIOSOPE, and KEOPS, where pigments
were analyzed according to Mantoura and Llewellyn (1983)
and Ras et al. (2008).

We used the method proposed by Claustre (1994) and
further improved by Uitz et al. (2006) to estimate the
contribution of three pigment-based size classes (micro-

plankton, nanoplankton, and picophytoplankton; fmicro,
fnano, and fpico, respectively) to the total phytoplankton
biomass. Briefly, this method (detailed in Uitz et al. 2006)
takes into consideration seven diagnostic pigments
representative of the major phytoplankton taxa [i.e.,
fucoxanthin (Fuco), peridinin (Peri), 199-hexanoyloxyfu-
coxanthin (199-HF), 199-butanoyloxyfucoxanthin (199-
BF), alloxanthin (Allo), zeaxanthin (Zea), and total
chlorophyll b (TChl b), here defined as the sum of
chlorophyll b and divinyl-chlorophyll b] to compute the
fractions of three pigment-based size classes with the
following empirical equations (notation summarized in
Table 2):

fmicro~ 1:41Fucoz1:41Peri! "=wDP !1a"

fnano~ 0:60Alloz0:35190BFz1:27190HF! "=wDP !1b"

fpico~ 0:86Zeaz1:01TChl b! "=wDP !1c"

where wDP is the weighted sum of these concentrations:

wDP~1:41Fucoz1:41Periz0:60Alloz0:35190BF

z1:27190HFz0:86Zeaz1:01Tchl b !2"

Total chlorophyll a (TChl a) is the sum of chlorophyll a
+ divinyl-chlorophyll a concentrations. Total chlorophyll
concentration (Ba) was calculated by integrating TChl a
over the euphotic zone. The biomass associated with each
phytoplankton group was computed as

Fig. 1. Locations of the vertical profiles of UVP (black circles), CTD (red dots), and
pigments (green squares) in the world ocean.

Export of large aggregates 1953

n(r) = ar–b
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Modeled Size Spectra

waters, roughly equal amounts ofmaterial in each size grade
but with amounts that were less than spectra taken at the
surface. Inother areas, the spectra takenat depthwerequite
dissimilar from those near the surface. Deep waters tended
to show more constant size distributions, although the total
particle concentration was variable. They made the general
observation that there are approximately equal amounts of
mass (or volume) in size ranges whose maximum particle
mass (or volume) is twice that of its minimum size range.
These size ranges they called octaves.

Lal and Lerman (59) compared particle size spectra of
foraminifera and diatoms both in the water column and in
the underlying sediments. The size spectra for the material
in the water column was steeper than the corresponding
slope for particles in the sediments. To explain this
observation, they considered models of particles that dis-
solvedor fragmented. The formercase resulted ina spectrum
with a broad maximum near 3-5 µm; the latter led to a
spectrum for the residual particles that had a steeper slope
than the parent particle distribution. Lerman et al. (60)
examined particle size distributions in the North Atlantic
and calculated values of ! ) 0.44 and 5.13 for particles with
2 < d < 16 µm.

In a paper collecting various size spectra, McCave (61)
found that below 200-400 m, particle sizes follow a power
law distribution with ! lying between 3.4 and 4.6. He
concluded that aggregation of particles is the norm and that
althougha slopeof4 isusually assumed, there is considerable
variation in this value (as was confirmed by later observa-
tions). In a thoughtful and insightful paper, McCave (62)
explored the role of coagulation in greaterdetail, concluding
that it dominated thenepheloid layernear the oceanbottom
because of the high particle concentrations there. He also
argued that aggregation is slow in the mid-depth regions of
the ocean because of the low particle concentrations there.

Bishop et al. (63) examined the size distribution of
foraminifera fragments and fecal material in the South

Atlantic using particles collected on a series of filters as part
of an in situ filtration system. All the size distributions were
measured for particles larger than 53 µm and were taken
from the top 400 m of the water column. The size
distributions for foraminifera ranged between ! ) 5.1 and
! ) 8.7; the size distribution for fecal material had slopes
ranging between 3.8 and 5.9. This represents a wider range
than seenbyMcCave (61) and, in the caseof the foraminifera,
does not support the earlier observation of equal particulate
volume in equal size intervals (57). A greater range of slopes
was found forwaters in the east Pacific (64). In this case, the
particle sizedistributions forparticles larger than53 µmwere
measured at 12 depths between 15 and 1500 m. Slopes for
the size distribution of foraminifera ranged between 5.37
and 12.04, whereas for fecal material, ! had values lying
between 2.8 and 5.6. There was no clear trend of spectral
slope with depth.

Jacksonet al. (13) combinedmeasurements fromdifferent
instruments to yield spectra fromabout 1 µmto 1 cm (Figure
3). By using fractal scaling on particle diameters, they
converted between diameters determined with Coulter
counters and image analysis systems. The values of !
depended on which diameter was being used, being 2.96-
3.00 for the image diameter and 3.50-3.61 for the Coulter
counter. More informative was the display of mass distribu-
tion, which showed thatmost of the particlemass was in the
greater than 100 µm size fraction.

Particle number concentration in marine systems is
dominated by the smaller particles, whereas the flux of
material through thewatercolumn isdominatedby relatively
rare, large particles (e.g., refs 61-64). The large range of
observed size distribution slopes indicates that several
processes are operating and makes predicting size distribu-

FIGURE 2. Modeled steady-state particle size spectra (solid and
dashed lines) compared with measured slopes of particle size
spectra (dash-dot line). The model spectra were calculated using
a rectilinear coagulation kernel for particles with a fractal dimension
of 2.6, a monomer size of 1 nm, a stickiness of r ) 1 and did not
include disaggregation. The solid line shows a size spectrum with
a shear of 0.1 s-1 and the dashed line with a shear of 1.0 s-1. The
dash-dot lines represent the range of slopes for the size spectrum
that have been measured. For particles with diameter less than 1
µm, the observed slopes are taken from ref 56. For the larger particles,
observed slopes are taken from ref 64. The slope of the modeled
size distribution for submicron sized particles lies below the
observed range. Including disaggregation may increase this slope
so that it agrees more with the observed slopes.

FIGURE 3. Particle size spectrum assembled from measurements
by multiple instruments for water at 10 m in Monterey Bay, CA, July
29, 1993 (7). Solid line: in situ optical instrument; dashed line: Coulter
counter; dash-dot line: image analysis system of filtered sample.
A: number spectrum; B: weighted volume spectrum for the
conserved volume, equivalent to particle mass. The weighting makes
the area under any part of the curve proportional to the total volume
for that part.

VOL. 32, NO. 19, 1998 / ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 9 2809

Jackson & Burd., Env. Sci. Technol, 32, 2805–2814 (1998)
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L. Stemmann et al.: Particle spectra (3.5–2000µm) in the South Pacific Gyre 303

Table 1. Properties of the MAR and GYR sites.

MAR GYR

0–200m integrated chlorophyll-a (mgm�2) 32.6±2.72 20.56±1.17
Maximum chlorophyll-a (mgm�3) 0.38±0.05 0.17±0.008
Maximum chlorophyll-a depth 55±14m 176±9m
Euphotic zone depth (Ze) 72±5m 160±4m
Mixed layer depth 85±9m 40±31m

Fig. 3. All number spectra in the upper 200m depth from the HIAC (red) and the UVP (blue) at the MAR site (a and c) and GYR site (b and
d). (a) and (b) are the raw spectra while (c) and (d) are the lower and larger end truncated spectra to account for methodological biases. The
slopes of the number spectra have been calculated using (c) and )d). These spectra were calculated using the particle diameters reported by
the different instruments. The dashed reference line has a slope of �4.

160m). The mean depth of the euphotic zone in this region
was 72m.
The GYR stations differed by having higher surface salin-

ity and lower surface temperature than MAR. The mixed
layer was more poorly delimited than at the MAR stations.
The GYR stations had extremely low levels of Chl-a fluores-
cence in the surface layer and a Deep Chlorophyll Maxima
(DCM), ⇠0.16mgChl-a m�3 at around 170m depth. The
mean depth of the euphotic zone in this region was 160m
(Table 1). The TS distributions were relatively constant at
both MAR and GYR over the sampling period. The com-
plete description of each site can be found in (Claustre et al.,
2008).

3.2 Typical size spectra at GYR and MAR

The number spectra from both instruments at both sites fol-
lowed the standard pattern of decrease in abundance with in-
creasing reported diameter (Fig. 3). Raw spectra from both
instruments show the typical biases at either end of their size
ranges. The data follow a nearly straight line at GYR but not
at MAR. In this latter site, the slope is not as steep in the size
range covered by the UVP.

3.3 Distribution of particle concentrations and spectral
slopes at the GYR site

The two instruments showed different vertical patterns for
the two populations of particles (Fig. 4). The small parti-
cles detected by the HIAC showed higher concentrations in

www.biogeosciences.net/5/299/2008/ Biogeosciences, 5, 299–310, 2008
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Fig. 1. Position of the short and long (large circle) stations during
the BIOSOPE cruise.

Previous understanding was that the logarithm of particle
concentration (expressed as a number spectrum) decreases
almost proportionate to the logarithm of the particle diame-
ter (d) with a slope of approximately 4 (Sheldon et al., 1972).
Using this result, many authors have argued that there were
equal volumes of living and non living particles in equal
logarithmic size intervals for animals as large as the Loch
Ness monster (Sheldon and Kerr, 1972). More recent anal-
yses of a number spectra have combined different in situ in-
struments based on aperture impedance, imaging and optics
(Jackson et al., 1995;Jackson et al., 1997; Mikkelsen et al.,
2004). These observations of algal and detritic particles in
both coastal waters and estuaries have challenged the above
hypothesis. They show that most of the mass is found in
aggregates larger than 100µm and smaller than a few mil-
limetres. To our knowledge, no particle size spectra for the
range few µm to cm is yet available across surface oceans
gyres.
The aims of the present study are to assess the vertical

and temporal variability of the number and mass distributions
of small (3.5<d<30µm) and large particles (d>100µm)
in the South Pacific Ocean. To do this, we analyse parti-
cle data from the French JGOFS BIOSOPE cruise that took
place across the South Pacific Gyre (SPG). The size spec-
tra of particles ranging from few µm to several mm were
calculated from data collected using a HIAC/Royco Counter
and the Underwater Video Profiler (Gorsky et al., 2000).
With the observations, we were able to assess the contribu-
tions of both size fractions to the total biomass in different
trophic conditions from the hyper-oligotrophic waters of the
central gyre to the mesotrophic conditions of the Marquises
archipelago. In particular, we show the sensibility of the par-
ticle biomass assessment to the hypothesis made on the value
of their porosity. The finding suggests that particle properties
must be known before intensively using particle size spectra
to assess biomass in biogeochemical studies.

2 Methods

2.1 Sampling sites

The French JGOFS BIOSOPE cruise sampled waters on a
transect between theMarquesas Islands and the Chilean coast
on a 7500 km transect (8� S–34� S and 8�W–72�W). The
cruise was divided into two legs: Marquesas Archipelago
(141�W, 8� S) to Easter Island (141�W, 26� S) and Easter
Island to Concepcion, Chile (73�W, 35� S). Short duration
stations (4 h, noted as STA for Leg 1 in Fig. 1) were lo-
cated every 500 km and included measurement of biogeo-
chemical and optical properties made by using 0–500m ver-
tical profiles of CTD-Rosette, optical devices, plankton nets.
Three long duration stations during Leg 1 (4–5 days, noted
as MAR, HNLC, GYR in Fig. 1) were located to sample con-
trasting systems more intensively by also using in situ pumps
and sediment traps to collect particulate material. The parti-
cle size spectra from few µm to few mm were determined by
combining data from a HIAC/Royco Counter and the Under-
water Video Profiler (UVP). 76 UVP continuous casts dur-
ing both Leg and 117 vertical discrete profiles for the HIAC
(only during Leg 1) were performed. There were 25 UVP and
HIAC combined profiles for Leg 1 and 15 combined profiles
around the Marquesas Archipelago (MAR) and in the centre
of the gyre near Easter Island (GYR). The profiles presented
here are predominantly from MAR and GYR because of the
additional information available from the time series mea-
surements made there. Additional profiles are from the inter-
mediate stations (5 profiles at HNLC, and 5 profiles at STA).
MAR and GYR were chosen because they had the greatest
difference in phytoplankton community structure and optical
properties (Ras et al., 2007). The complete series of the UVP
data from the upper 1000m depth along the entire 8000 km
transect are presented in (Guidi et al., 2008).

2.2 Particle-sizing instruments

Diameters d for particles 1.7<d<100µm were determined
on the ship using a HIAC/Royco particle counter (Pacific Sci-
entific). The sensor’soptical system (HRLD 400 HC) of the
Hiac Counter (Model 3001) utilizes the principle of light-
extinction for particle detection. The liquid sample flows
through a sensor microcell where a laser beam is directed
through a window at the sample. The light intensity is sensed
by the light-extinction photodiode and used for automatic
and continuous gain control of the sensor. When a particle
is present within the sensor microcell, the particle blocks the
laser beam from the photodetector. These pulses are propor-
tional in amplitude to the light intensity of light extinction
which is a measure of the particle size. The instrument re-
ports the size as Equivalent Spherical Diameter (ESD). Size
calibration is performed with latex beads of known size, but
whose refractive index is greater than the refractive index of
marine particles. Samples were collected from 12L CTD

Biogeosciences, 5, 299–310, 2008 www.biogeosciences.net/5/299/2008/

Raw Spectra

Corrected 
Spectra

MAR GYR

Stemmann  et al., Biogeosciences, 5:299–310, 2008
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Size spectrum

[15] Values of log RMS difference for the raw data within
the patch, with no curve fitting, was 0.89 (100.89 = 7.75)
indicating that the model results were within a factor of
10 of the observations, with flux ranging over 6 orders of
magnitude (Figure 2). Other parameter choices in the
validation yielded values from 0.44 to 2.3. Of all the
extra parameters tested, only increasing the initial particle
concentration improved the fit (to RMS = 0.44, or within
a factor of 3 of the data; see Figure 2).

4. Discussion

[16] The small but measurable increase in particle size
inside the patch documented in the flux spectra from the
field data is replicated in its detail via aggregation theory in
the model. The largest particles are still a small fraction of
the total flux, and the formation of these particles and their
contribution to export is only measurable using size-specific
flux data. Despite this, the model predicts both the existence
of these larger particles and their heightened contribution to
export relative to single cells.
[17] The lack of a substantial (!10X) difference in

downward particle flux between Fe-enriched waters and
the control region after 11 d is consistent with the relatively
small increase in biomass (3X increase in POC) and the
decrease of sinking rate (!3X) observed in SOIREE, and
the dominance of the biomass by unaggregated particles.
The flux of solitary cells would have been the dominant
feature driving export flux over the first 10 d. For the largest
particles, however, the model indicates a clear increase in

the flux with time, suggesting that it is possible to resolve
the accelerated flux in the large size fraction associated with
small amounts of aggregation occurring at low mean cell
concentrations, as observed in the field data [Waite and
Nodder, 2001]. We note the remarkable power of a sim-
plistic coagulation model in replicating the relatively fine
detail of the particle size spectra from the field. This
suggests there was no significantly enhanced export over
the course of the experiment because aggregation-mediated
particle sinking rate increases were confined to a small,
though measurable, fraction of the available biomass.
[18] The largest differences between observed and pre-

dicted size spectra are for the smallest particles, where the
simple assumption of a single dominant alga is least
likely to be valid. The only improvement to the fit of
the original STD model was achieved using a higher
initial concentration of particles, suggesting that particles
other than F. kerguelensis cells were in fact important
components of the particle dynamics overall. This high-
lights the possible importance of the nanoplankton [Gall
et al., 2001], and other particles participating in aggrega-
tion (e.g., transparent exopolymeric particles [Passow,
2002]) not represented here.
[19] While we did not incorporate any processes chang-

ing particle concentrations between the base of the mixed
layer and the sediment traps, we believe that these were
small for the SOIREE site: measured zooplankton grazing
rates were low near the surface and should have been lower
deeper but no information is available for the deepest layers;
bacterial solubilization of particles should have been slow
because of the low water temperatures (2 C); lower shear
rates deeper in the water column should have slowed
coagulation rates.
[20] The model indicates it would take diatoms in the

patch a minimum of 25 d to reach the critical concentra-
tion (Ccr) where aggregation entirely overwhelms growth
[Jackson, 1990; Jackson and Burd, 1998]. However,
phytoplankton losses to grazing and to lateral diffusion

Figure 1. Measured particle flux spectra at day 11 of
SOIREE and flux predicted from the model using standard
(STD) parameters, INside the fertilized patch (L); OUTside
the fertilized patch (R). S2, S3 (4x S2), and S4 (24x S2) are
different magnifications used to measure particle sizes. All
data points are shown, but lines connect acceptable points
(see text). Solid black line denotes the amalgamated particle
flux spectrum. Solid blue line denotes the results of the
model at 65 m; the dashed blue line represents the flux
expected at 110 m if the flux from at 65 m is corrected for
the travel times of the different size fractions to reach 110 m
on the 11th day (lagged model). RMS difference between
field data and STD model was 0.83 (IN) or 1.57 (OUT). See
color version of this figure in the HTML.

Figure 2. Effect of varying model parameters on RMS
differences (in parentheses). STD standard values (0.83),
higher shear = 1 s"1 (0.71); lower stickiness a = 0.1 (2.31);
twice the initial particle concentrations N0 = 70 cm"3

(0.45); lower fractal index Df = 2 (0.73). See color version
of this figure in the HTML.

L13607 JACKSON ET AL.: ALGAL AGGREGATION IN VERTICAL CARBON EXPORT L13607

3 of 4

Jackson et al., 
Geophys. Res. Lett., 

32, L13607 (2005)

Model at 65 m

Model at 
110 m
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Maximum Cell Concentrations

further supports the relevance of these ideas to real
planktonic systems.

The observed mixed layer average POC concentrations
were consistent with the Ccr predicted using vertically
averaged shear and growth rates. Such averaging mixes the
high growth rate regions near the surface with slower
growing regions deeper. When we calculated Ccr for deep
discrete samples using specific growth rates from deep
samples, we used m values less than the average. As a result,
the values of Ccr were less than would be calculated with
average mixed layer values. It should not be surprising that
some POC concentrations were greater than Ccr for the
discrete samples. What is satisfying is that the general trend
of the maximum particle concentration was consistent with
that predicted by Ccr.

One of the problems with making these comparisons is
the limited number of data sets with the requisite in-
formation on particle volume, algal specific growth rate,
wind velocity, and mixed layer depth. The observations
from iron fertilization experiments have provided one of
the best documented observation sets and are generally
consistent with the predictions. Our analysis suggests that
predictions made for less extensive data observations, in
which we need to assume several parameters including

shear rate and C : volume ratio to make the comparisons,
are still remarkably useful.

The field observations summarized here demonstrate
that particle concentration in the ocean rarely, if ever,
exceeds that predicted by coagulation theory. The observed
maximum particle concentrations suggest that coagulation
in conjunction with the enhanced settling rate of larger
aggregates does place an upper bound on oceanic
phytoplankton and, by extension, particle concentrations.
Obviously, phytoplankton concentration can be—and
often is—much less the maximum predicted by coagulation
theory, either because phytoplankton concentration is
limited by other factors, typically zooplankton grazing or
low concentrations of inorganic nutrients, or because the
system has not yet reached steady state.

In addition to the model assumptions, there are
parameter values assumed in the absence of better in-
formation. All of these comparisons assume that the
stickiness was one. As lower stickiness (Kiørboe et al.
1990; Kiørboe and Hansen 1993) would lead to higher
critical concentrations, the calculations are conservative.
The fact that we do not see evidence of significantly higher
Vcr in our results or in the results of various iron fertilization
experiments (e.g., Boyd et al. 2002, 2005) suggests that the
stickiness in most natural matter may effectively be one. In
this, the presence of other particles, such as transparent
exopolymeric particle (TEP) (e.g., Passow 2002), may
counteract any inherently lower values of algal stickiness.

The application of the critical concentration to discrete
data rather than mixed layer averages involves at least two
significant expansions from conditions of the original
model: the comparison with individual samples rather than
mixed layer averages and the comparison with total POC
using mPOC rather than just phytoplankton biomass and
specific growth rate. The fact that the simple formula for
phytoplankton works for the situations suggests that the
concept of coagulation regulation of particulate concen-
tration in the ocean is a robust one.

Whereas the original coagulation model was formulated
for phytoplankton abundances, we have compared it to
POC and total particle volume. At the high concentrations
at which coagulation becomes important in limiting
phytoplankton populations, phytoplankton growth rates
exceed losses to traditional processes, such as zooplankton
grazing and viral mortality (e.g., Evans and Parslow 1985).
POC is predominantly phytoplankton, and the assumed
correspondence between phytoplankton and POC is
reasonable.

Many processes clearly are important in structuring
pelagic food webs, but our analysis suggests that co-
agulation and associated faster sinking of aggregates put an
upper bound on concentrations of particles in the ocean.
Other processes that regulate food web structure and
function must operate within that constraint. Light and
self-shading also place an upper bound on particle
concentration, but also work in conjunction with algal
losses from sinking, respiration, or grazing mortality. For
example, Mitchell et al. (1991) used an updated version of
Sverdrup’s (1953) critical depth model with a more
sophisticated photosynthesis model to predict the maxi-

Fig. 3. Predicted versus observed particle concentrations for
discrete samples from SCBS data. (A) POC concentration as
a function specific growth rate of POC (mPOC). (B) Particle volume
as a function of mPOC. Shear (c) 5 0.1 s21, stickiness (a) 5 1;
POC : vol 5 0.17 g C cm23. The dashed line represents the
maximum POC concentration predicted for these parameter
values. The solid line shows the slope expected if there were
a spurious correlation associated with plotting POC as a function
of PP : POC.

398 Notes

Jackson & Kiørboe, 
Limnol. Oceanogr., 53, 

395–399 (2008)
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Coagulation kernels
dn(m, t)
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Determines the rate of collisions between 
particles — we have good theories for these
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Physical Coagulation
Brownian Motion
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Differential
Sedimentation
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Stickiness
dn(m, t)
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=
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Determines the probability that particles will adhere 
once they have collided. 
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Nanoparticles

MA04CH09-Verdugo ARI 22 August 2011 9:32

of both tangles and weak, low-energy bonds (Verdugo 1990). These features make the assembly/
dispersion dynamics of tangled networks depend primarily on polymer length—in fact, on the sec-
ond power of the contour length of the assembled polymers (Edwards & Grant 1973). Assembly
and dispersion are diffusion-limited processes. Longer flexible polymers have a higher probabil-
ity of becoming entangled and forming networks. Conversely, dispersion of assembled networks
requires that polymers randomly reptate (axially diffuse) their way out of the network. Diffusion
times depend on the second power of the length of the random walk, which in this case is the length
of the polymers. Thus, the stability of tangled networks and thereby the equilibrium size of tangle
gels is critically limited by chain length (de Gennes & Léger 1982, Doi & Edwards 1998). Shorter
polymers not only can walk out of tangles faster, but are likely to have a much lower number of
low-energy cross-links. The resulting gels are smaller and short-lived. Axial reptational diffusion
is also at the center of a critical feature of tangled networks—namely, it makes annealing between
tangled gels possible. This is a paramount feature because it allows polymers from neighboring
gels to interpenetrate their respective networks to form larger gels (Figure 1).

In short, low-energy interactions are an important additional factor that contributes to the sta-
bility of tangled gels. Physical gels reach an assembly/dispersion equilibrium that is reversible and
depends not on specific chemical composition or complementary reactive residues but primarily
on their concentration, and on physical features including charge density (! -potential), hydropho-
bic/hydrophilic domain ratios, flexibility, topology (linear, branched, star, etc.), quaternary con-
formation (globular, beta sheet, random coil, etc.), and particularly the size (contour length) of the
polymer chains. Assembly also depends on the characteristics of the solvent—including dielectric

[DOC] [NanoG] + [NanoG] [SAG] 

Dispersion Fragmentation 

DOC polymers
~5–50 nm

Nanogels
~100–200 nm 

Microgels
~3–6 µm 

Assembly Annealing 

Assembly 

Dispersion 

Annealing 

Fragmentation 

K4

K3

K2

K1

![NanoG]/!t = K1[DOC] – K2[DOC]
– K3[NanoG]2 + K4[SAG]

![SAG]/!t = K3[NanoG]2 – K4[SAG]
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Figure 1
Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) assembly and formation of self-assembled microgel (SAG). DOC polymers
assemble first, forming nanogels that are stabilized by entanglements and Ca bonds. One of the features of
entangled networks is that polymers can undergo axial diffusion (reptation), allowing polymers to
interpenetrate neighboring nanogels, forming microgels. This two-step process is reversible and can be
modeled by the assignment of four rate constants as shown in panel b.
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Verdugo, Ann. Rev. Mar. Sci., 4, 375–400 (2012)
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Settling
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Settling Velocity
Stemmann et al., Deep-Sea Res. I, 51, 865–884 (2004)
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that much of the mass not represented by organic matter is
composed of mineral ballast, the %OC results suggest that the
OC:ballast ratio is slightly higher for more slowly settling mate-
rial. During the second deployment, the %OC and %TN data
displayed a fair amount of scatter (see analysis above), but the
OC:TN ratios had a distinct step toward lower OC:TN values
at SVs less than ~10 m d–1, again suggesting enrichment in
carbohydrate-like material at slow settling velocities.

NetTrap and elutriator—The free-drifting NetTrap was
deployed several times at the DYFAMED site in May 2003 for
time periods ranging between 19 and 72 h and, because of
the short deployment durations, with no poisons or preserv-
atives in the cod end. Although the NetTrap was designed to
collect large amounts of material rather than to quantita-
tively measure flux, the particle “flux” collected by this trap
at 200 m (170 mg m–2 d–1) was similar to fluxes measured by
the moored 200-m arrays just before (153 mg m–2 d–1) and
after (165 mg m–2 d–1) the NetTrap deployment. The NetTrap
does not appear to collect suspended particles other than
those in the trap at the time that it is closed. No particles
were visible on the net walls after recovery, and the net was
recovered in the closed position, so no particles would have
been collected during ascent.

The large amount of material collected by the NetTrap
allowed elutriation of the particles by SV into discrete classes. In
these initial trials, the elutriator was operated with a water flow
that separated particles into five fractions of >230, 230-115,
115-58, 58-29, and <29 m d–1. Particles with settling rates of
<29 m d–1 were removed from the flow stream using a flow-
through centrifuge. The elutriated mass was distributed into
the 5 fractions as 57.2%, 13.4%, 1.54%, 4.74%, and 23.1%,
respectively, of the total (Fig. 7). Hence, 80% of the elutriated
mass had SV >115 m d–1, consistent with the sinking veloc-
ity/mass flux profiles of the SV traps (62% of total mass flux
sank at >98 m d–1; Figs. 2 and 6A, tubes 2-5).

The %OC in the elutriated fractions followed the inverse
pattern as mass (Table 2; Fig. 7). The OC composition (20%) in
the NetTrap samples was more similar to the higher values
found in the later trap period between mid-May and July.
Results showing differences in radionuclide and lipid compo-
sition and lability with respect to decomposition between elu-
triator stages are available on the MedFlux web site (see above)
and will be published elsewhere.

We compared mass flux densities of elutriated particles
with those separated by SV-IRS traps. Because the settling-
velocity intervals of the elutriator and SV-IRS were not the
same, a comparison requires that mass fluxes be normalized
for the different settling velocities. We accomplished this by
dividing mass fluxes in each settling-velocity interval by
log10(SVmax) – log10(SVmin) for that interval (Fig. 8). In this way,
the area of each column represents mass flux, and the height
of the column is the flux density, dflux/dlog10 (SV). As shown
in Fig. 8, the May elutriator results fell between the March-
May and May-June SV-IRS results.

Peterson et al. Sinking particle collection techniques

529

Fig. 6. Mass flux (A), %OC (B), %TN (C), and OC:TN (atomic) ratio (D)
for 11 settling velocity ranges (see text).

Peterson et al., Limnol. Oceanogr. Methods, 3, 520–532 (2005)

McDonnell & Buesseler, Limnol. Oceanogr., 55, 2085–2096 (2011)
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Biological Aggregation

Jackson, Deep-Sea Res. I, 48, 95 – 123 (2001)

Fig. 9. E!ect of combining the higher subsurface nutrient concentration N
!
"5 !M with TEP (colloid) release as

r
!
"3.47 !m particle (!; bT3xxx) compared to the base case ("; base).

Fig. 10. Two-dimensional particle distribution at t"50 d for base. The results are shown as the total mass per section (A)
and #ux per section (B) rather than as the more mathematical two-dimensional particle size spectra. The upper bounds of
sections in the ! (length) direction are 2! (2"#!"#"1.36!) those of the lower bounds; excess mass of the upper bounds in
the mass direction are also 2! those of the lower bounds.

114 G.A. Jackson / Deep-Sea Research I 48 (2001) 95}123

Fig. 7. Results for TEP (`colloida) release as 3.47 !m particle: (A) Concentrations of nitrate for phytoplankton and
zooplankton; (B) #uxes of solitary algae, fecal pellets and aggregates. Conditions were: (!) standard release rate and
density; (") standard release rate but with reduced density; (#) 4 times standard release rate and reduced density
(bT3p47, bT3p47rho, and bTsprhox4).

tion throughout the year, zooplankton concentration is very high (with a maximum of
2.1!M N), and phytoplankton concentration is relatively constant throughout the year
(0.24}0.37!M N). The maximum particle velocity is only 1.0 m d!" and occurs when the mixed
layer is at its deepest. Aggregate #ux is equal to the fecal #ux, at 36% of the annual total. The value
of ! is 2.1.

Increasing the colloid size to a radius of 3.47 !m increases the integrated particle #ux, from 149
to 197 mmol N m!# d!", and the maximum settling velocity to 1.4 m d!" (Fig. 9). The dominant
form of the particle export changes through the year. In the winter}spring, most of the #ux is in the
form of aggregates; with the appearance of the summer zooplankton bloom, the fecal pellets
dominate the #ux. In either case, the aggregate and fecal pellet #uxes are comparable, while single
algal cells provide a smaller fraction of the total.

112 G.A. Jackson / Deep-Sea Research I 48 (2001) 95}123
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Disaggregation

Modelling floe breakage 685 

To partition contributors to section i in equation (23) by section requires inclusion of a term 
to address the fact that some splits within section i produce daughters that are large enough 
to remain in that section. These daughter fragments are removed by equation (2 l), so they 
must be replaced in this gain term. With incorporation of this term, the partitioned form of 
equation (23) becomes 

A set of rrz expressions for the time rate of change of mass within m sections may be written 
by adding the three gain terms (equations (18) (20) (24)) and subtracting the three loss 
terms (equations (14) (16) (21)). To solve this set of equations, unknown values of n(v,t) 
must be expressed in terms of sectional mass concentrations, Q. To express n(v,t) for 
vi_, < v<v; as a function of Qxt), it is assumed that the mass concentration vn(v,t) is constant 
for all sizes within a section (Gelbard et al., 1980). Under this assumption equation (10) may 
be solved, yielding 

Q;(t) = vn(v, t)(v; - VI-l) (25) 

Equation (25) may be rewritten to express n(v,t) as a function of Ql{t), so (Gelbard et al., 
1980) 

n(v, t) = QdO 
V(Vf - vi-*) (26) 

By substituting equation (26) into equations (14), (16) (18) (20) (21) and (24), the 
expression for time rate of change in Qi(t) becomes 

(27) 

In shorthand notation, equation (27) can be written Hill, Deep-Sea Res. I, 43, 679–702 (1996)
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Disaggregation

Erosion of Fines Splitting into approximately 
equal particles
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Fig. 4. Disruption of a fragile diatom aggregate by a tethered Euphausia pacixca adult (16 mm in length).
(A) A 4-mm aggregate sinking past the side of the animal's head. (B) The aggregate has been entrained,
struck by the beating pleopods, and ejected as a stream of fragments. Most marine snow is stronger than
diatom snow and would break into a few, larger pieces. Aggregate strength is a function of aggregate size
(Alldredge et al., 1990; Hill, 1998), and very small aggregates (1}2 mm diameter) required direct contact with
a pleopod to fragment while larger aggregates were also fragmented by #uid shear in eddies generated by
swimming.

L. Dilling, A.L. Alldredge / Deep-Sea Research I 47 (2000) 1227}1245 1239

Fig. 4. Disruption of a fragile diatom aggregate by a tethered Euphausia pacixca adult (16 mm in length).
(A) A 4-mm aggregate sinking past the side of the animal's head. (B) The aggregate has been entrained,
struck by the beating pleopods, and ejected as a stream of fragments. Most marine snow is stronger than
diatom snow and would break into a few, larger pieces. Aggregate strength is a function of aggregate size
(Alldredge et al., 1990; Hill, 1998), and very small aggregates (1}2 mm diameter) required direct contact with
a pleopod to fragment while larger aggregates were also fragmented by #uid shear in eddies generated by
swimming.

L. Dilling, A.L. Alldredge / Deep-Sea Research I 47 (2000) 1227}1245 1239

Dilling & Alldrege, Deep-Sea Res. I, 47, 1227–1245 (2000)

Bio-disaggregation
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Alldrege et al., Limnol. Oceanogr., 35, 1415–1428 (1990)Physical strength of marine snow 1423 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the mean energy dissipation 
required to disaggregate l- and 5-d-old Chaetoceros 
aggregates as a function of size. Points represent mean 
size at disaggregation of data from Fig. 3A grouped 
into bins of 0.20 log energy dissipation units each (Y = 
0.87; P < 0.001). 

siderable scatter in our plots. In order to 
ascertain more clearly the relationship be- 
tween energy dissipation rate and aggregate 
size we grouped the data by the independent 
variable-energy dissipation rate-into 13 
bins of 0.25 log E units each. There was a 
significant exponential relationship (Fig. 3B) 
between energy dissipation rate and maxi- 
mal particle length (P < 0.00 l), and a stable 
floc size exponent (y) of 0.11, which ap- 
proximates the 0.25 predicted by Parker et 
al. (1972) for biological floes breaking via 
filament fracture. Visible filaments occa- 
sionally separated fragments of dissociating 
diatom snow and were observed to stretch 
and snap. 

The energy dissipation rate required to 
fragment diatom aggregates, composed pre- 
dominantly of Nitzschia, was also a signif- 
icant exponential function of maximal ag- 
gregate diameter (P < 0.001, Fig. 4B). The 
y of these floes was 0.29, indicating that 
Nitzschia aggregates had lower internal 
strength than similarly sized aggregates of 
Chaetoceros (Fig. 4A,B). 

No significant difference in the relation- 
ship between maximal diameter and energy 
dissipation rate at disaggregation was ob- 
served between l- and 5-d-old Chaetoceros 
floes for either unbinned (Fig. 3A) or binned 
data (Fig. 5). The two populations were not 
significantly different in length or volume 
(Student’s t-test; Table 2). A significantly 
higher proportion of aged aggregates (44 vs. 

80 I \t 

2 3 4 5 6 7 “>I0 
Number of Fragments 

Fig. 6. Frequency distribution of the number of 
fragments produced in all trials resulting in disaggre- 
gation. 

7%) was able to pass through the grid with- 
out disaggregating (P < 0.001, test for the 
equality of two percentages for unequal 
sample sizes, Sokal and Rohlf 1969), how- 
ever, and a significantly smaller fraction of 
aged aggregates (53 vs. 84%) fragmented at 
energy dissipation rates < 1 cm2 s3 (P < 
O.OOl), indicating that short-term aging in- 
creases the strength of some aggregates ap- 
preciably (Table 2). 

Seventy-one percent of disaggregating 

>lO 

9 

8 

O-I-77-7 VI-- I I I a-r- 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

Maximum Diameter (mm) 

Fig. 7. Number of fragments vs. parent aggregate 
size produced by all trials resulting in disaggregation. 
Dots represent mean maximal diameter; horizontal bars 
are + 1 SD. 

Physical Disaggregation
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differences between the two methods arise not from the
assumption of steady state but rather from the ancilliary
assumptions made in the dimensional analysis. This indicates
that caution should be exercised when estimating aggregate
properties using eqs 2 and 3.
The shape of the particle size spectrum results from an

in terp lay between several competing mechan isms; particle
creation , coagulation , sinking, and disaggregation . In natural
systems, these mechanisms all operate over a range ofparticle
sizes. For example, large particles that coagulate predom i-
nan tly via differen tial sedimen tation also sink, some of them
quite rapidly. Predicting the steady-state shape of a particle
size spectrum or in ferring properties of the particles from
the slope of the spectrum requires balancing all these
processes for each particle size class.
The simulations presen ted here were made using recti-

linear coagulation kernels. These are the simplest formula-
tions to use, but they neglect the effects of flu id in teractions
between the particles as well as electrostatic and other forces
on the particles (41). These in teractions can be incorporated
in to curvilinear kernel formulations (32). A large particle
falling through the water column has to push water from out
in fron t of it as it moves. Smaller particles in the fall line of
the larger one follow the fluid stream lines and can get carried
far enough away from the larger particle to avoid collision .
This in teraction affects collisions arising from shear and
differen tial sedimen tation and reduces the collision rate of
the particles. The result of th is is that particles have a greater
probability of settling out of the system before aggregating
to larger sizes; there are less large particles if curvilinear
kernels are used. Consequen tly, the particle size spectrum
using a curvilinear coagulation kernel would be steepened
for particle size greater than about 1 µm.
In the absence of disaggregation , there are two mecha-

n ism s by which particles can leave the size domain of the
model. First, since they can sink, they can settle out of the
m ixed layer. Alternatively, if the m ixed layer is sufficien tly
deep and the particle sinking rate sufficiently low, the particles
can aggregate form ing particles larger than the size range
being considered. If one stops one of these mechan isms, for
example, by assum ing that on ly particles larger than those
being considered can settle, then one will increase the
number of large particles in the system (Figure 1b,c).
In general, the coagulation eq 4 adm its no analytical

solutions (12). Consequently, developing approximate solu-
tions and behaviors is an invaluable exercise. For particles
with r < 1 µm, the assumptions used in the dimensional
analysis arguments hold to a good degree of approximation
(Figure 1); however, in marine systems, particle size spectra

below 1 µm are seldom measured. Particles in th is size range
are aggregated out of the size range most rapidly byBrownian
motion . Natural, colloidal sized particles settle very slowly,
far slower than the rates of aggregation of these particles (3).
Some of these particles will in teract with larger particles via
differen tial sedimen tation , but these latter particles are
sufficien tly rare that they do not cause a sign ifican t reduction
in the concen tration of colloids.
For particles larger than about 1 µm, some of the

assumptions listed in the In troduction do not hold. Consider,
for example, those particles that aggregate predom inan tly
via differen tial sedimen tation . In order for steady-state
conditions to hold, the rates at which particles of a given size
are created must balance those removing particles of that
size, either through form ing larger particles or by removing
the particles from the system altogether (17). Balancing
settling losses and differen tial sedimen tation in troduces the
th ickness of the water column Z in to the analysis. For large
values of Z and small settling velocities of large particles,
particles can have the opportun ity to aggregate further. In
such cases, the assumptions underlying the dimensional
analysis may hold. But for rapidly settling particles, such as
fecal pellets, th is may not be the case.
Incorporating the assumption that on ly one aggregation

mechan ism operates in each size range in troduces sharp
transitions in the particle size spectrum (Figure 1c) because
the rates of aggregation either side of the division are not
equal. The result is either an accumulation or relative deficit
of particles at the transition size.
Disaggregation is an additionalmechanism that can affect

the shape of steady-state particle spectra. Aggregation works
in one direction , always moving material in to larger size
classes un til the particles are large enough to settle out of the
system . Disaggregation works in the opposite direction ,
creating smaller particles and thereby keeping material in
the system for a longer time.
Incorporating disaggregation in to the numerical simula-

tion results in a profound change in the particle size spectrum
since it affects not on ly the size spectrum for the larger
particles but also smaller particles that would normally on ly
be affected byBrownian coagulation . Fragmentation of larger
particles increases the number concen tration of particles
between about 1 and 10 µm. Because these smaller particles
sink slowly, they are removed at a slower rate. The increased
numbers of these particles leads to a decrease in the
subm icron sized particles through coagulation . The move-
men t of mass to particles in the 1-10 µm range creates a
maximum in the particle size spectrum there and a local
m in imum in the size spectrum in the subm icron range. This
has the effect of steepen ing the particle size spectrum for
large and small particles.
Including disaggregation impedes the continual formation

of larger particles, effectively form ing a “wall” in the particle
size spectrum . In th is sense, disaggregation acts rather like
a snow fence, forcing material to accumulate in a certain
particle size range and preven ting the cascade of particles
from smaller to ever increasing sizes. Larger particles have
a high probability of getting broken up before they are able
to settle out of the system , and the accumulation of material
in a particular size range increases the rate of aggregation
from smaller particles. The size range where material
accumulates will depend on a balance between rates of
aggregation and disaggregation ; in th is simulation , the
balance is achieved for particles with r ! 1 µm.
The shape of the particle size spectrum now arises from

a balance between coagulation , settling, and disaggregation .
Disaggregation allows for material lost from one particle size
class to be in troduced in to a wide range of smaller size classes.
In other words, it allows for the immediate redistribution of
material between widely separated size classes without

FIGURE2. Comparisonof the calculatedsteady-state particle size
spectrum including disaggregation (dashed line) and without
disaggregation (solid line).

326 9 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY / VOL. 36, NO. 3, 2002

Disaggregation: eory
Burd & Jackson, 

Env. Sci. Technol., 
36, 323–327 

(2002)

Steady State
No Disaggregation

Steady State
With Disaggregation
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Disaggregation?
Jouandet et al. (2014, accepted)
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Flux of Small Cells

Lomas & Moran, Biogeosciences, 8, 203–216 (2011)

by Smayda (7) documented the tendency of
larger cells to sink faster. However, there are at
least three potential mechanisms for increasing
the effective size of picoplankton and their re-
moval rates from the euphotic zone. First, the
aggregation of picoplankton cells into larger
detrital particles (8, 9) enhances their vertical
settling velocities and resulting export fluxes
(10–12). A simple model of aggregation and cell
sinking for phytoplankton of varying diameters
(3) (Fig. 2) shows that, at peak velocities, the
average settling rate for aggregated cells from
1 to 30 mm in diameter is similar, although ag-
gregation does not substantially increase the settling
rates of the largest cells modeled (100 mm). We
conclude that an individual alga does not need to
be large to sediment out, even though settling
rates are generally faster for single cells that are
larger. Aggregation may be enhanced if cells are
nutrient-depleted (13), and settling may be
enhanced by the incorporation of mineral matter
(14–16).

The inclusion of small phytoplankton in
marine snow aggregates is well documented
(2, 17–19). Aggregates of intact Emiliania
huxleyi were first found in sediment traps de-
ployed for short time periods (24 to 48 hours) in
the North Sea (20). In the northeast Atlantic, water
samples captured with bottles showed con-
centrations of Synechococcus-like cyanobacteria
on aggregates that were 3000 to 12,000 times
higher in concentration than that seen in free-
living forms (18). Picoplankton aggregates have
also been observed in sediment traps equipped
with acrylamide gels during short-term (48 hours)
deployments in high-nutrient, low-chlorophyll
waters off New Zealand (19). It is noteworthy that
observations of aggregates of small phytoplankton
in sediment traps have been in traps deployed for
short time periods, which will minimize loss of
material and maximize potential identification of
constituent organisms as compared to longer-term
deployments (21).

Although we did not explicitly include the
process of aggregation in our EqPac and Arabian
Sea analyses, we did allow ungrazed picoplankton
production to flow directly to the detritus pool,
where it could settle out as detritus or be consumed

by larger zooplankton. Models of food webs and
biogeochemical cycling (22–25) generally assume
that all picoplankton production is cycled through
the microbial loop and that none sinks from the
euphotic zone directly. This follows the classic
analysis of pelagic community structure and
nitrogen fluxes by Michaels and Silver (1), who
assumed that “only large particles, with conse-
quently high potential sinking rates, can exit the
euphotic zone” and that “large colonies of smaller
algae” decompose (and are presumably recycled)
within the euphotic zone. Implicit in these food
web structures is the assumption that growth and
grazing in picoplankton-dominated open oceans
are in balance over long (annual) time scales (26).
However, our studies (5, 6) and those of others (27)
have shown that microzooplankton grazing does
not always balance picoplankton growth on
shorter time scales (weeks to months). Food
web models that force all picoplankton produc-
tion through the microbial loop and do not allow
direct picoplankton export may, therefore, be
misleading. The conclusion ofMichaels and Silver
(1) that “picoplankton, the dominant producers
in the model, contribute little to the sinking
material”was based on a model (theirs) that was

Fig. 1. Proportional contributions of varying phy-
toplankton groups or size classes (picoplankton,
diatoms, pelagophytes, and prymnesiophytes for
the EqPac study and pico-, nano-, and microphy-
toplankton for the Arabian Sea) to NPP versus their
proportional contributions to export as detritus (A) or
through consumption of mesozooplankton (B). Pro-
portional contributions were calculated as NPP or
export due to the size class/total NPP or export flux.

Table 1. Direct and indirect contributions of picoplankton to carbon export from the euphotic zone for
two cruises in the EqPac and at three stations (N7, S2, and S11) during three seasons in the Arabian Sea.
Abbreviations are as follows: TS1, time series 1 (March to April 1992); TS2 Early, time series 2 cruise
(early October 1992); TS2 Mid, midway through TS2 (mid-October 1992); TS2 Late, late October 1992;
NEM, Northeast Monsoon; SIM, Spring Intermonsoon; and SWM, Southwest Monsoon.

Model Export pathway
Carbon export due
to picoplankton

(mmol of C m!2 day!1)

% Contribution of
picoplankton to total
carbon export flux

EqPac
TS1 POC 1.7 87

Mesozooplankton 10.4 76
TS2 Early POC 0.7 57

Mesozooplankton 11.5 60
TS2 Mid POC 1.5 43

Mesozooplankton 11.0 50
TS2 Late POC 1.7 63

Mesozooplankton 11.2 63
Arabian Sea

NEM N7 POC 1.0 97
Mesozooplankton 11.5 75

NEM S2 POC 3.8 56
Mesozooplankton 5.0 33

NEM S11 POC 4.3 99
Mesozooplankton 11.1 83

SIM N7 POC 3.7 73
Mesozooplankton 3.4 24

SIM S2 POC 5.9 92
Mesozooplankton 2.4 89

SIM S11 POC 2.8 98
Mesozooplankton 11.0 80

SWM N7 POC 2.3 91
Mesozooplankton 1.7 68

SWM S2 POC 13.8 53
Mesozooplankton 1.4 34

SWM S11 POC 10.5 44
Mesozooplankton 0.8 1
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Fig. 5. Proportion of total pigments that are associated with each phytoplankton size group plotted as a function of sample collection depth
and cruise; (A) November (B217), (B) January (B219), (C)March (B221). All data are Niskin bottle data.

Fig. 6. Proportion of total pigments that are associated with each phytoplankton size group plotted as a function of sample depth and cruise
(A) November (B217), (B) January (B219), (C) March (B221). Upper row of panels is data from particles retained on the 10–20 µm pump
screen, middle row of panels is data from particles retained on the 20–53 µm pump screen, bottom row of panels is data from particles
retained on the >53 µm pump screen. All data are in situ pump data.

indicator pigments. The higher mPF (i.e., diatoms) below
the euphotic zone is maintained through the deepest depths
sampled and does not show a consistent trend with depth
(Fig. 6). Interestingly, while reduced in magnitude relative to
the euphotic zone, pigments associated with pico- and nano-
plankton were as high as 70% of the total indictor pigments at
depth (Fig. 6, Table 1). Similar to mPF, there was no system-
atic pattern in pPF and nPF pigments with depth, size fraction

or season. These observations imply that pico- (including
the cyanobacteria) and nano-plankton were exported to depth
(e.g., Pfannkuche and Lochte, 1993; Urban et al., 1993; Nod-
der and Gall, 1998; Thibault et al., 1999; Waite et al., 2000).
This export could be attributed to convective mixing and/or
gravitational settling of aggregates to depth. Mixing in the
Sargasso Sea, as in many ocean locations, is heterogenous
in time and space. The mixed layer depths (using a density

www.biogeosciences.net/8/203/2011/ Biogeosciences, 8, 203–216, 2011

Richardson & Jackson., Science, 315, 838–840 (2007)
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Integrated Approaches

4. Discussion

The oligotrophic site in the central Arabian
Sea. There are other data sets we can compare with.
The model for this site simulated low values (< 0:6mg
Chl a m!3) of phytoplankton with relatively little
variation throughout the year. Low Chl a concentra-

tions (0.1--0.3mg Chl a m!3) with little variation over
the year have also been measured on cruises carried
out by the International Indian Ocean Expedition
(IIOE) in the mid 60’s (ATLANTIS cruises 8 and 15
in August/September 1963 and February/March 1965,
respectively, Krey and Babenerd 1976). Primary
productivity on this site during May/July 1964 was
about 0.3 gCm!2 d!1, but also showed little variation
throughout the year (Krey and Babenerd 1976).
Model annual primary production at this site was

rather high in this model (210 gCm!2 y!1, see table 3).
The value lies in the range of the annual primary
production of 1995, when integrated over depth and
year, which gives about 278 gCm!2 y!1 (Lee et al
1998), but it is much higher than the estimated
annual primary production of 25--73 g Cm!2 y!1 as
presented by Krey (1973) for the open Indian Ocean.
This oligotrophic system showed little sedimenta-

tion. Pollehne et al (1993) using scanning electron
microscopy found that a large amount of sedimenta-
tion in the central Arabian Sea in May could be
attributed to copepod fecal pellets, which contained
diatom and coccolithophorid shells. The autotrophic
organisms grew mainly in the DCM at about 50m
depth (max. Chl a about 1mg Chl a m!3), whereas in
the mixed layer a recycling system of small phyto-
plankton was found, so the DCM was the main source
of sedimentation via fecal pellet sedimentation. This
finding corresponds with the results of this work,
where sedimentation happened mainly via fecal
pellets. The model for the oligotrophic site exports
2.6 gCm!2 y!1 at 800m, which agrees with the annual
flux rates of 1.1--2.6 gCm!2!1 that have been found
by Haake et al (1993) for the years of 1986--1988 on a
station at 14.5"N 64.8"E at about 3000 m depth. A
minimum estimate (which does not include all
seasons) for 1995 of ca. 2.1 gCm!2 y!1 is given by
Lee et al (1998).
The results of the model simulations lie in the range

of the data of the 1995 study; model primary
production exceeds the production measured some
decades ago. At 10" N 65" E, phytoplankton growth is
mainly controlled by the availability of nutrients that
are mixed into the surface layers by mixed layer

Figure 8. Phytoplankton (broken line) and total (straight
line) sedimentation at 800m for different model scenarios,
together with local measurements of sedimentation on station
S04 (circles; data courtesy of S Honjo). Upper panel: low (0.1)
stickiness.Mid panel: ‘‘Sticky’’ scenario. Lower panel: ‘‘Detritus’’
scenario (no aggregation). Model results have been averaged
over trap sampling intervals. Units are mmolNm!2 d!1.

Table 3. Maximum phytoplankton (max. PHY), Annual primary production (PP) (integrated over depth), grazing (integrated
over depth, given as percent of primary production) and sedimentation 800m for different simulations in the western and central
Arabian Sea.

Location max. PHY PP Grazing Flux (800m) % PHY
Scenario mmolNm!3 gCm!2 % of PP gCm!2

Central Arabian Sea 10"N 65"E
Low stickiness 0.6 210 73 2.6 18

Western Arabian Sea 17"N 60"E
Low stickiness 1.5 252 78 2.5 4
High stickiness 1.7 240 75 5.7 61
Detritus scenario 2.7 190 76 4.1 -

464 Iris Kriest and Geoffrey T Evans

Kriest & Evans, Earth 
Planet. Sci., 109, 453–

469 (2000)
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What do we still need to know?
๏ A lot more about disaggregation

• Rates, daughter particle size distributions, particle 
strengths, preferred modes of breakup...

๏ e relative contributions to physical and 
biological aggregation. 

• Particle type & properties, concentration, settling 
speed, biology

๏ Representing remineralization in models

• How do particles degrade? How does particle 
structure affect degradation rates?
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Ballast Model

Simple Spectral
Model

2 size classes, 
prescribed

settling.

2 size classes,
no aggregation,

prescribed 
settling

2 size classes,
prescribed 

settling,
high grazing

Gehlen et al., Biogeosciences, 3, 521–537 (2006)
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